
AGALL Throwing Techniques and Drills 
 
Age appropriateness 
By far the most difficult concept with throwing, primarily pitching, is ‘how much” and 
“how often”.  Pitch counts and days rest are commonly used to answer theses questions 
and are included in league rules. However, many other factors should be considered. 
Players with poor arm motion and mechanics could do damage well below these 
thresholds. Stronger players with good mechanics will likely be fine by these rules. 
Maturity level plays heavily in what is appropriate.  
 
Regardless, all throwing (practices and games) should start with a good stretching 
program and warmup.   
 
Stretching 
All stretching should start with a jog or something to increase the heart rate and increase 
blood circulation. Initial stretches should be motion based “dynamic” stretches such as 
arm circles, self hugs, jumping jacks, arm swings, high knees, butt kickers, etc. From 
there, static arm and leg stretches are fine.  
 
Bandwork- Working with very light bands should begin in Minor C and B mainly from 
the standpoint of teaching and familiarity, not routine use. Many kids aren’t strong 
enough to use bands early on and we don’t want to weaken the arm prior to throwing. It 
is more to get them used to the stretches. In Minor A and Majors, band work should be 
performed by the pitchers, at a minimum. Plan 10 minutes at every practice. Eventually 
band work will be a part of the routine for maintaining healthy arms. Sheets with band 
stretches will be distributed. 
 
Warm up  
The most under coached throwing concepts in baseball are how to effectively use a warm 
up. Many teams just trot out to left or right field and start firing the ball at each other. 
This isn’t warming up. This is throwing. Warm ups should focus on the feeling of the ball 
leaving the fingertips, getting the arm stretched out, getting the back and legs working 
with the throws. An ideal progression is presented below. Timing is always a concern and 
modified versions are usually done. It is more important to focus on these steps earlier in 
the season.  
 

1. The finger tip drill – players start 6-10 feet apart with one knee (throwing side) 
on the ground and their throwing elbow on their glove in front of them with their 
biceps parallel to the ground. They simply flip the ball back and forth with 
ONLY their wrists making sure the ball goes off the fingertips and not the side of 
the finger. Focus on ball rotation over the top rather than a “spinning” ball. 

2. Reach back drill – Same kneeling position, back up to 15-20 feet but start with 
the arm back behind the head in an L with ball pointing back towards second 
base. Glove or elbow pointing to target, throw and follow through. 



3. Long arm drill- Same kneeling position but start with ball in hand and in glove 
out in front. Separate, drop ball down by right thigh, reach back to the L position 
and throw. This drill can also be performed by putting the ball on the ground by 
the throwing side knee and picking the ball up after you separate. 

4. Stand up throwing moving back– throw using same arm motions but working the 
starter step into the motion. Slowly back up to increase distance and stretch arm 
out. These should be 50-60 percent arm strength with some arch to the throws. 

5. Stand up throwing moving up- once at maximum distance, start moving back in. 
While moving back in, work in crow hops, shuffles, etc. with more velocity.  

 
 
Throwing Drills  
 
The following set of drills focus on quickness, hands, feet, instinct, and communication. 
Most of the drills are age appropriate for Minor B and up unless otherwise noted. Tee ball 
should focus strictly on getting comfortable with the glove and throwing mechanics as 
noted in the Tee Ball coaches guide. Coaches are always encouraged to try things based 
on how they perceive the skill level of their players. 
 
You can use these drills immediately after warm up but may want to limit these drills or 
shorten if a long/intense practice of fielding is planned. These drills are also good for pre-
game warmup to get into “game speed”.  
 
Quick Hands – can be done right in warm up lines with pairs. Focus on quick hands, 
feet, and throws. Players stand with glove side shoulder facing each other with glove out, 
knees bent, throwing hand up in front of chest. Receive ball with both hands and bring to 
ear while simultaneously shuffling feet to prepare for throw back. Throw back has to hit 
glove. Competition – Time 30 seconds to 1 min and have players count tosses. 
 
Three Man Relay (Coach pitch appropriate)– Teams of three lined up like monkey in 
the middle with first player on outfield foul line. Ball starts on foul line. Coach yells 
“go”. First player picks up, throws to middle player who throws to end player who throws 
back to middle player who throws back to starter.  Keys to drill are: 

 Middle player must start with throwing shoulder pointed toward starting player, 
throwing hand up with glove in front of chest.  

 Throws MUST be to glove side of body.  
 Middle player catches ball with two hands while shuffling feet for throw, turns 

head ONLY to last player, and delivers ball. Spins around to prepare for throw 
back. 

 Last player has glove and hand up cathes ball and fires back to middle player 
glove side.  

 Middle player throws to end player who puts tag down.  
 Focus on players moving body while catching ball. 

 
Box Drill – Players get in a square or “box”.  Players will throw the ball around the box 
going clockwise and counter clockwise. Focus on speed, quick feet, and good throws to 



the gloves.  For right handers going clockwise, its simply receiving the ball with both 
hands WHILE shuffling the feet for the throw, turning the head, and hitting the glove. For 
right handers going counter clockwise, players much receive ball with both hands and 
hop or “POP” to get glove side shoulder to throwing target to deliver throw.  
 
Star Drill – Played with 5-6 players.  Start with one player in the middle, or “star” with 
the others surrounding the “star” evenly spaced. The “star” begins by throwing to first 
teammate who catches, shuffles like “quick hands” and fires right back to “star” who 
catches and “pops” to line up with next player and does the same, continues all the way 
around and then other players rotate in as the star. Played quick focusing on quick hands, 
shuffling feet and good throws to glove. Variations include going clockwise and counter 
clockwise as well “star” having the option to throw randomly out of order.   
 
Pitching 
 
USE THE WARMUP TO WORK ON PITCHING MECHANICS. The pregame or 
prepractice warmups are the most misused times during games and practices. By taking 
control of the warmups, there are many skills that can be taught.  Having them throw the 
ball wildly to each other and chasing balls all over the place does nothing. Pair them up 
and you can synchronize throws with proper mechanics. Pitching instruction begins in 
Tee ball by simply teaching proper throwing mechanics of pointing the glove side 
shoulder to the target, pointing with the glove to the target and bringing the ball down, 
back and through.  
 
From there we progress to taking starter steps and strides to the target in coach pitch and 
start teaching proper grip as the hands grow.  
 
Late in Coach pitch and early in Minor C is our first experience of “pitching”. The initial 
instruction should be focused on three things: 1. Balance, 2. Pace, and 3. A “long arm”.    
 
Balance- balance is the foundation for the rest of a players pitching career. There are two 
primary balance positions to practice with first time pitchers. The first is from the 
“stretch” with the ball in the glove in front of the chest and holding the leg in the air with 
the thigh parallel to the ground and toe pointed to the ground at a 45 degree angle making 
sure the shin is at a 90 degree angle with the thigh and not tucked into the knee like a 
flamingo.  The second balance position is the same but with the glove pointed toward 
catcher and the ball back behind the head making an “L” with the forearm and biceps 
with the ball facing away to second base. The right knee should be slightly bent.  
 
Pace-It’s important to work through these steps because it controls pace. At an early age, 
staying in control of pace is an important skill to master. It keeps the arm in timing with 
the body which will add power to the pitch and take strain off the arm. It will also keep 
the body in line with the plane that runs through second base, the pitchers rubber, and 
home plate.  
 



A Long Arm- While maintaining a controlled pace and staying balanced, it is important 
to continue with the arm positions of down, back and through. It is important to drop the 
ball past the throwing side thigh, reaching back with a high elbow and following all the 
way through. A long arm motion finishes with a long follow through finishing square to 
home plate.  


